
Form – Salary-setting
appraisal

Date:

Ver. 221018

Information

Saco-S Unaffiliated

Name and personal identity number (employee) Employed as (employee)

Cost centre/department Salary-setting manager

Monthly salary before salary revision (full-time) New monthly salary (full-time) October 1st 2022

Additional information

Agreement Disagreement

The salary-setting process has been carried
out in accordance with the guidelines
(please see reverse for further information)

The process is not perceived to
have worked, or other reasons for
disagreement (please see reverse
for further information)

Salary-setting appraisal has not been carried out

State the reason for salary-setting appraisal not being carried out:

URA-contract Business travel Leave of abscense Sick leave

Other reason:

Signatures

Manager and employee has received a copy each.

Employee

In case of disagreement, members of Saco-s are asked to
send a notice to kansli@saco-s.lu.se

Salary-setting manager

Manager is to submit their copy to HR



Implementation of salary review in three stages

Stage 1. Planning
Managers and employees are to carry out staff appraisals annually. The manager is to summon the
employee to the staff appraisal in good time. During the staff appraisal, which is to address the work
situation as a whole, the manager and employee are to jointly draw up an individual plan that is to be in
writing and signed by the manager and the employee. The plan should state what is expected of each
party and what the employee can do to improve their salary.

Stage 3. Salary review
Based on the discussions that took place in stage 1 and stage 2, the manager is to inform theemployee 
about the new salary and justify it. Both positive and less positive salary development is to be justified. 
For employees who are members of Saco-S, or who are unaffiliated, this takes place as a 
discussion between the manager and employee in the salary-setting appraisal.

Additional discussions (members of Saco-S)
Additional discussions involve the manager and employee meeting again together with a Saco-S and 
HR representative. The aim of an additional discussion is to reach consensus regarding the process and, 
when needed, to help the parties (manager and employee) to achieve improved communication. The 
aim is not to change the salary that the salary-setting manager has proposed. Therefore, the appraisal is 
to be guided by the parties’ wish for better communication, and is not to be used as an attempt to 
influence the salary setting.

Stage 2. Follow-up
The manager and employee are to follow up continuously on what was discussed in the staff appraisal. 
The focus is on the content of the work, the fulfilment of goals based on the staff appraisal and the work 
performance. Both parties are to be given the opportunity to express their views.

Prior to stage 3. Salary review, the manager is to present their assessment of the employee’s 
performance.
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